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Abstract – Due to special working conditions and also the 

need for extend range of speed because of high maneuver 

power in different conditions, there uses DC motors in 

submarines. Double armature motor due to the ability to 

produce torque in extend range of speed as well as high 

confidentiality in comparison with regular DC motors has 

noticed considerably and has used as actuator system in 

submarines structures. In this paper, first we will survey a 

regular DC motor behavior in terms of working speed range 

and efficiency in different powers. Then, some properties of a 

double armature motor will be comparison with a same 

regular DC motor case from the aspect of working speed 

range and efficiency factors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nowadays discovery of oil fields, mines and water sub-

level resources and also trace of marine discoveries in 

different sciences and industries like medicine, materials, 

chemistry, power, mechanics and other military 

applications can be find in surface and sub-surface active 

floats in water. The successes of sub-surface floats in 

affairs like research, military, commerce and so on are 

related to their run systems. The power increment and 

efficiency improvement of these peripherals has the 

possibility of their power and boar increase and longer 

performance which gives brighten horizons of unknown 

submarine perceives [1]. DC motors speed control systems 

are cheaper than AC remote control systems; however, the 

negative points are their expensiveness and high repair and 

maintenance prices due to commutator blades and brushes, 

and also their low performance. But, where the battery is 

used as power supply, the AC motors need an extra 

inverter which decreases DC motors disadvantages. The 

armature voltage control method is to achieve zero to 

nominal speeds, and the driving control method uses for 

nominal to maximum speeds. Furthermore, another speed 

control methods is to serialize or parallelize armature 

circuits is multi-circuits motors. We can achieve to lower 

than nominal speeds by using serial or parallel armature 

circuits. There is no possibility to use armature voltage 

controller for speeds lower than nominal speed, so we use 

parallel armature circuits and driving voltage controller to 

achieve speeds higher than nominal speed. In this project, 

we should select the motor nominal motor speeds lower 

than the required maximum speed, 250 rpm, in order to 

make a broad spectrum speed control feasible. One of the 

goals is to achieve speeds higher than nominal speed 

which it will be achieved by driving control method in this 

project.  

The aquatic environment containing submarine requires 

a minimum speed and board, like a cruise. If the 

submarine is static the water waves create unbalanced 

conditions for it, so even in submarine’s inaction time, 

submarines without anchor, having an instance slow speed 

for submarine is necessary to be in balanced state. Surely, 

very low speeds need small power than nominal power 

and a low efficiency as well [2,3]. Important motion states 

of sub-surface floats are, including float patrol speed and 

economic speed. Due to the sea water currents, float 

stopping in sea is not defined and the float should be ready 

to move for the missions like waiting, patrolling, and 

accounting in the sea. The speed that float requires to do 

these missions is called patrol speed. As far as the float 

always moves by this speed, the actuator system should be 

designed to have the maximum performance and boar in 

this speed. Therefore, this speed is called economic speed 

as well [4].  

The maximum speed is to decrease mission time, escape 

from danger zone, and float freedom of hinders. It is 

necessary for float to move faster according to the 

mission. Some common actuator force systems are as 

follows:  

A) Using an individual electronic motor for all of the 

speeds which is called primary motor [5]   

B) Using a cruise motor beside the primary motor like 

Italian submarine, Cosmos [6]   
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C) Using a double armature motor (consist of two 

armature with the same power) like American submarine 

WWII [7]   

D) Using local and inventive design of two DC motors 

with different powers [8]. 

Design A is the oldest design which has not suitable 

performance for low speeds especially cruise. To solve 

this problem the design B has proposed. In this design a 

small motor for low speed like cruise’s speed has added to 

the design A, and for speeds higher than cruise’s speed 

just the primary motor is used. The weakness of this 

design is the system’s weight and volume increase, and its 

positive point is its performance improvement in low 

speeds. In design C a new motor is created which divided 

the primary motor armature into two resembled armatures 

without adding cruise motors. And the both have put in a 

shell which each power is half of the motor’s power. This 

motor has two exploitation states, one active armature or 

two active armatures. When it comes to compare design C 

with design A, weight and volume are almost the same, 

but for the cruise speeds the efficiency of C is better. Also, 

when it comes to compare design C with design B, the 

both weight and volume of C are smaller than B, but for 

the cruise speeds the efficiency of B is higher. In this 

paper, first we survey a reference DC motor attitude from 

the speed and efficiency point of view in different motors 

[9]. Then, a double armature motor which has the same 

nominal properties with the reference DC motor will be 

selected, and these two motors will be comparison in two 

factors, speed and efficiency. Finally, an optimized double 

armature motor will select.  

 

II. DC MOTOR EQUATIONS 
 

Generally DC motors are in two categories: 

1) DC motors with separated driving 

2) DC motors with self-driving 

Due to need for driving control, in this project we used 

DC motors with separated driving type. The most 

important property in DC motors is the speed control 

ability in broad ranges which there are different methods 

for it. The speed in separated driving motors formulates 

like (1) as bellow: 

p

aat
m

AK
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     (1)

 

According to the relation the speed in separated driving 

motors depends on these factors: 

1) tv is the armature voltage 

2) aI  is the armature current 

3) 
p (this parameter depends on drivingcurrent If ) 

When each parameter changes the shape of characteristic 

(T- ) changes too and a new torque with load 

characteristic (TL) creates which show working point and a 

new speed. The Fig.(1) illustrates speed changes from 

nominal speed to maximum one: 

 
Fig.1. speed changes form nominal to maximum speed 

along with driving control 

 

In this paper the submarine motor is a DC motor with 

separated driving which its load characteristic with P=K
3  and its using load, for the rotating fan in water, with 

formulate (2) calculates. Formulated (2) is for loads which 

their torque depends on the speed’s quadrate [6]: 

TL=KLSm
2
=K'L

2

m      (2) 

The (3), (4), (5) and (6) formulates are the four most 

important DC motors with independent drivingwhich 

cover all of the motor parameters: 

Va= RaIa+LafIfω+Laa

dt
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Where  is motor speed in , Te is electric torque, TL is 

load torque, Ra is armature resistance, Laa is armature self-

inductance,  Laf is mutual armature and driving inductance, 

  is friction factor, Rf is driving resistance, IN is motor 

nominal current, J is inertia  , Lffis motor driving 

inductance,   is motor efficiency, and If  is driving 

current [10].  

 

III. DOUBLE ARMATURE DC MOTOR 
 

DC motors due to their high ability to speed control are 

very important in military and industry applications. The 

need to motors with a broad range of controllable speed 

and acceptable efficiency especially in low speeds in 

marine industries is undeniable. Double armature motors 

have substitute with regular DC motors because of their 

speed control in great ranges and also their efficiency in 

low speeds [4].  

In order to have more efficiency and broad speed ranges 

in submarine motors we use double armature motors. 

Generally this motor has suitable utilization ability in 
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comparison with regular DC motors. In this project in the 

double armature motor each armature has two circuits.As 

far as the both armatures are completely the same, like 

same circuit parameters and same nominal properties, their 

status should be the same for each armature in all of the 

exploitation states. For instance, there is impossible to 

have series circuits in first armature and parallel circuits in 

second armature. These two armatures may have the same 

or different powers. In case of different powers the 

efficiency is higher but it needs to a more complex drive 

system. In this paper a double armature motor with same 

powers is used which one or both armatures work in 

different working conditions. The batteries are used to 

supply terminal voltage in each armature. The required 

voltage for each is 220v by which in order to have a higher 

confidentiality we used 110 batteries with 2v voltage each. 

We can reach to different speed ranges by series or 

parallel battery settings. In series adjustment of two 

armatures there is 220v voltage for each, and due to 

tolerance existence the voltage changes from 194 to 260. 

However, in series adjustment of two armatures there is 

220v voltage for each, and due to tolerance existence the 

voltage changes from 97 to 26130. To achieve a suitable 

speed range or even the minimum and maximum speed we 

can use of battery voltage and also changes in driving 

voltage. 

 

IV. SIMULATION 
 

In order to survey advantages of a double armature 

motor with a regular DC motor with the same nominal 

values from the efficiency and speed ranges we have 

selected a regular DC motor by the same nominal 

specifications with a double armature motor . A general 

diagram block for simulation of motor behavior has been 

presented in Fig.(2): 

 
Fig.2. general motor diagram block for simulation 

 

The nominal values for the selected DC motor are as 

follows [11]: 

Table 1: The nominal values for the selected DC motor 

P= 275.013 Kw 

N= 127.81 rpm 

Vt= 220 v 

Ra= 26.6 mΩ 

La =0.5mH 

Laf =0.1617 H 

 = 6.0438 (Nms/rad) 

IN=1390 A 

Rf=1.3 Ω 

η=86.45% 

J= 94 Kgm
2 

Lff=2 H 

 

The purpose of this simulation is achieving to a speed 

variation range in either battery series or parallel states 

with change in actuator voltage. This is because we can 

compare the reference DC motor with our designed double 

armature motor from both speed variation and efficiency 

aspects. Table (2) demonstrates the speed variation range 

for 110v armature voltage: 

Table 2: The speed variation range for 110v armature 

voltage 

30 110 Vf(v) 

98492 6394.2 Pout(w) 

188.43 75.73 N(rpm) 

64.74 39.34  (%) 

 

Table 3 demonstrates the speed variation range for 

220v armature voltage: 

Table 3: The speed variation range for 110v armature 

voltage 

55 110 Vf(v) 

248180 49044 Pout(w) 

256.42 149.34 N(rpm) 

80.18 78.18  (%) 

 

As we expected the both states have speed overlap with 

each other. Generally, a DC single motor speed range 

varies from 75.73 rpm to 256.42 rpm. There used double 

armature motor to have a better efficiency and greater 

speed range in submarine, and totally this motor has a 

better utilization in comparison with a regular DC motor 

with the specific specifications.  

The under design double armature motor in this project 

has four circuits and each armature has two of them. The 

circuit parameters in selected motor are related to parallel 

circuits’ state. For surveying exploitation modes 

considering that these two circuits can be series or parallel 

or in some situations just a single circuit is used, we 

should have related parameters to a circuit and call it 

reference single circuit. In different exploitation states the 

equivalent of each double armature circuits can be 

extracted by this reference single circuit [11].After 

selecting a double armature motor we will survey behavior 

and properties of this motor in the all possible exploitation 
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states. Possible exploitation and utilization states are, 

including using one or two armatures, series or parallel 

states of circuits of each armature, and batteries voltage 

variations due to serial or parallel batteries installation, 

consist of 55 batteries that each one is 2v, and the voltage 

is 110v in parallel state and 220v in serial one.   

Table 4: parameters of reference single circuit 

P= 130.225 kw 

N= 178.1 rpm 

Vt= 220 v 

Ra= 0.04898 Ω    

La = 0.9 mH 

Laf =0.2914 H 

 = 3.2  (Nms/rad)  

IN=730 A 

Rf= 3.244 Ω 

η= 86.8% 

J= 22.6 Kgm
2 

Lff=1.9 H 

 

Other parameters related to reference single circuits are: 

The circuit’s power: P= 65.112 kw  

The circuit’s resistance and 

inductance of an armature: 

Ra= 0.09796 Ω 

La= 1.8 mH 

The circuit’s passing current: IN= 365  A 

 

In continues all of the possible utilization states of 

double armature states are given: 

 

Table 5: possible utilization states of double armature states 

State 1-1 Single armature single circuit half of battery voltage 

State 2-1 Single armature single circuit total of battery voltage 

State 1-2 Single armature two parallel circuits half of batteries voltage 

State 2-2 Single armature two parallel circuits total of batteries voltage 

State 1-3 Single armature two serial circuits half of batteries voltage 

State 2-3 Single armature two serial circuits total of batteries voltage 

State 1-4 Double armature 
two serial circuits in first armature 

two serial circuits in second armature 

Two serial armatures- half of 

batteries voltage 

State 2-4 Double armature 
two serial circuits in first armature 

two serial circuits in second armature 

Two serial armatures- total of 

batteries voltage 

State 1-5 Double armature 
two serial circuits in first armature 

two serial circuits in second armature 

Two parallel armatures- half 

of batteries voltage 

State 2-5 Double armature 
two serial circuits in first armature 

two serial circuits in second armature 

Two parallel armatures- total 

of batteries voltage 

State 1-6 Double armature 
two parallel circuits in first armature 

two parallel circuits in second armature 

Two parallel armatures- half 

of batteries voltage 

State 2-6 Double armature 
two parallel circuits in first armature 

two parallel circuits in second armature 

Two parallel armatures- total 

of batteries voltage 

State 1-7 Double armature 
two parallel circuits in first armature 

two parallel circuits in second armature 

Two serial armatures- half of 

batteries voltage 

State 2-7 Double armature 
two parallel circuits in first armature 

two parallel circuits in second armature 

Two serial armatures- total of 

batteries voltage 

 

Our main purpose in this section is to determine speed 

range and efficiency in each exploitation state and 

achieving to the efficiency value in different speed in 

different states and finally reach to the most efficient 

amount of all. As it is clear the double armature motor 

speed range varies from 26.32 rpm to 261.6 rpm, which 

has more extended range in comparison with the reference 

DC motor, 75.73 rpm to 256.42 rpm, and therefore it 

increase the submarine maneuver power. Also, according 

to simulation of two motors it is understood that having a 

higher efficiency in low speeds is another advantages of 

double armature motors against reference DC single 

armature motor. It can be seen from double armature 

motor behavior in different exploitation states that 

efficiency will be realized in low speed in serial armature 

circuits and high speed in parallel armature circuits. The 

efficiency amount is very important factor which is a key 

factor in optimized state selection in different states. 

Different exploitation states in terms of speed have shown 

in ascending order as bellow: 

 

Table 6: speed ranges in different states 

State Speed range 

1-4 26.32-79.06 

1-3 51.30-100-10 

1-5 52.09-126.44 

2-4 52.21-129.59 

1-1 94.10-121-60 

2-3 99.47-150.53 

1-2 99.47-153.10 

1-6 102.60-192.84 

2-5 102.71-192.85 

2-2 188.42-207.00 

2-6 199.02-261.60 
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The optimized states in terms of having higher 

efficiency in different states have been selected: 

Table 7: states in different speed ranges 

Speed range States 

26.32-74.1 1-4 

74.1-99.97 1-5 

99.97-126.44 1-2 

126.44-188.42 1-6 

188.42-199.02 2-2 

199.02-261.6 2-6 

 

The Fig.(3) demonstrates speed-efficiency ratio diagram 

related to all of the exploited states. 

 
Fig.3. speed-efficiency ratio diagram 

 

According to Fig.(4) which shows speed-efficiency 

diagram in all of the exploitation states, considering the 

speed range in 1-5 state covers all the speed range in 1-2 

states, for reduction motor deficiencies we can delete the 

1-2 states. So, the motor efficiency in (99.97-126.44) 

range will reduced.  

The Fig.(5) demonstrates the speed-efficiency diagram 

in all of the exploitation states along with motor 

deficiencies. 

 

V. COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS FOR 

THE DOUBLE ARMATURE MOTOR AND 

REGULAR DC MOTOR 
 

We can conclude of the outcomes results about 

comparison of regular DC motors with double armature 

motors in section 4 the two following statements: 

1- The accessible speed range in double armature motor is 

greater than regular DC motor. 

2- In powers lower than nominal power, the efficiency of 

double armature motor for same powers is higher than 

DC motor. 

In addition to the above said results, another advantage 

of for double armature motor is its higher confidentiality, 

because if one of the armatures breaks down, another 

armature still keeps working.  

All in all, we can conclude that the double armature 

motor has more safety, confidentiality, higher speed range 

and higher efficiency than the regular DC motor. 

 
Fig.4. speed-efficiency diagram for all the states 

 

 
Fig.5. speed-efficiency diagram for all the states along 

with motor deficiencies reduction 

 

In submarines the speed, efficiency, and confidentiality 

are the most important factors. The Russia has great 

improvements in design, development, and 

implementation of double armature motors in recent years. 

For example in Iran’s marine industries in Taregh 

submarine a Russian double armature motor has been 

used. Other samples have been used in the America and 

Venezuela marine industries [7]. 

One of the most important double armature motors is 

their broad speed range. This characteristic helps to 

increase the submarine maneuver power especially in low 

speeds, and helps to balance the submarine in low speeds.  

Higher efficiency is another important factor in these 

motors which this contributes to lower energy 

consumption for cooling and ventilating motor in low 

speeds. 

Another advantage of this motor is its high 

confidentiality due to use of two armatures instead of one. 

If a problem occurs at least one of the armatures still 

works and prevents deficiencies. Also this motor has lower 

weight and volume in comparison with DC motors with 

nominal specifications. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we first surveyed behavior of a reference 

DC motor in terms of speed range and efficiency in 

different states. After that we selected a double armature 

motor with the same nominal specifications with the 

reference DC motor, and comparison them from two 

aspects, speed range and efficiency. After doing different 

simulations we have concluded that the double armature 

has a greater speed range than the reference DC motor, 

and also has a better efficiency in lower speeds than the 

reference DC motors. In general, considering more 

confidentiality of this motor due to using of two armatures 

and having more speed ranges and more efficiency in low 

speeds in comparison with DC motors, we suggest using 

them in build of submarines.  
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